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Abstract. Several verification methods involve reasoning about multi-valued sys-
tems, in which an atomic proposition is interpreted at a state as a lattice element,
rather than a Boolean value. The automata-theoretic approach for reasoning about
Boolean-valued systems has proven to be very useful and powerful. We develop
an automata-theoretic framework for reasoning about multi-valued objects, and
describe its application. The basis to our framework arelattice automataon finite
and infinite words, which assign to each input word a lattice element. We study
the expressive power of lattice automata, their closure properties, the blow-up
involved in related constructions, and decision problems for them. Our frame-
work and results are different and stronger then those knownfor semi-ring and
weighted automata. Lattice automata exhibit interesting features from a theoret-
ical point of view. In particular, we study the complexity ofconstructions and
decision problems for lattice automata in terms of the size of both the automaton
and the underlying lattice. For example, we show that while determinization of
lattice automata involves a blow up that depends on the size of the lattice, such
a blow up can be avoided when we complement lattice automata.Thus, comple-
mentation is easier than determinization. In addition to studying the theoretical
aspects of lattice automata, we describe how they can be usedfor an efficient
reasoning about a multi-valued extension of LTL.

1 Introduction

Several recent verification methods involve reasoning about multi-valued Kripke struc-
tures in which an atomic proposition is interpreted at a state as alattice element1,
rather than a Boolean value. The multi-valued setting arises directly in systems in which
the designer can give to the atomic propositions rich valueslike “uninitialized”, “un-
known”, “high impedance”, “don’t care”, “logic 1”, “logic 0”, and more (c.f., the IEEE
Standard Multivalue Logic System for VHDL Model Interoperability [IEE93]), and
arise indirectly in applications like abstraction methods, in which it is useful to allow
the abstract system to have unknown assignments to atomic propositions and transi-
tions [GS97,BG99], query checking [Cha00], which can be reduced to model checking
over multi-valued Kripke structures, and verification of systems from inconsistent view-
points [HH04], in which the value of the atomic propositionsis the composition of their
values in the different viewpoints. The various applications use various types of lattices
(see Figure 1). For example, in the abstraction application, researchers have used three

1 A lattice 〈A,≤〉 is a partially ordered set in which every two elementsa, b ∈ A have a least
upper bound (a join b) and a greatest lower bound (a meetb).



values ordered as inL3 [BG99], as well as its generalization to linear orders [CDG01].
In query checking, the lattice elements are sets of formulas, ordered by the inclusion or-
der [BG01]. When reasoning about inconsistent viewpoints,each viewpoint is Boolean,
and their composition gives rise to products of the Boolean lattice, as inL2,2 [EC01].
Finally, in systems with rich values of the atomic propositions, several orders may be
used with respect to the various values, which in fact do not always induce a lattice.

Theautomata-theoreticapproach uses the theory of automata as a unifying paradigm
for system specification, verification, and synthesis [Kur94,VW94,KVW00]. Automata
enable the separation of the logical and the algorithmic aspects of reasoning about sys-
tems, yielding clean and asymptotically optimal algorithms. The automata-theoretic
framework for reasoning about Boolean-valued systems has proven to be very ver-
satile. Automata are the key to techniques such as on-the-flyverification, and they
are useful also for modular verification, partial-order verification, verification of real-
time and hybrid systems, open systems, and infinite-state systems. Many decision and
synthesis problems have automata-based solutions and no other solution for them is
known. Automata-based methods have been implemented in both academic and indus-
trial automated-verification tools (c.f., COSPAN and SPIN).

In this work, we describe an automata-theoretic framework for reasoning about
multi-valued objects. Consider a latticeL. For a setX of elements, anL-set overX
is a functionS : X → L assigning to each element ofX a value inL. For an alphabet
Σ, anL-language is a functionL : Σ∗ → L that gives a value inL to each word
overΣ. A nondeterministic lattice automaton on finite words(LNFW, for short) gets as
input words overΣ and assigns to each word a value inL. Thus, each LNFW defines
anL-language. Technically, in an LNFWA = 〈L, Σ,Q,Q0, δ, F 〉, the sets of initial
and final states areL-sets overQ (i.e.,Q0, F ∈ LQ describe the “initial value” and the
“acceptance value” of each state), andδ is anL-set overQ×Σ×Q (i.e.,δ ∈ LQ×Σ×Q

describes the “traversal value” of each labeled transition). Then, the value of a run ofA
is themeetof values of the components of the run (that is, the initial value of the first
state, the traversal values of the transitions that have been taken, and the acceptance
value of the last state), and the value thatA assigns to a word is thejoin of the values
of the runs ofA onw.

The definition of LNFW is not too surprising, and, as we mention in the sequel, it is
similar to previous definitions of “weighted automata”. Things, however, become very
interesting when one starts to study properties of LNFWs. Essentially, in the Boolean
setting, the only important piece of information about a runis the membership of its
last state in the set of accepting states. In the lattice setting, on the other hand, all the
components of the run are important. To see the computational challenges that the lattice
setting involves, consider for example the simple propertyof closure under join for
deterministic lattice automata (LDFW, for short, where only a single initial/successor
state is possible (has a value different from⊥)). Stating that LDFW are closed under
join, one has to construct, given two LDFWsA1 andA2, an LDFWA such that for
every wordw, the value ofA on w is the join of the values ofA1 andA2 on w. In
the traditional Boolean setting, join corresponds to union, and it is easy to construct
A as the product ofA1 andA2. In the lattice setting, however, it is not clear how
to define the traversal value of the transitions ofA based on the traversal value of
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the transitions ofA1 andA2. We show that, indeed, the product construction cannot
work, and the LDFWA must contain in its state space a component that depends onL.
Dependency inL cannot be avoided also when we determinize LNFWs: every LNFW
A has an equivalent LDFWA′. Nevertheless, while in the traditional Boolean case
the construction ofA′ involves the subset construction [RS59] and forA with n states
we getA′ with 2n states, here the subset construction looses information such as the
traversal value with which each state in the set has been reached, and we show a tight
mn bound on the size ofA′, wherem = |L|.

Of special interest is the complementation problem2 for LNFW. In the Boolean
setting, it is easy to complement deterministic automata, and complementation of non-
deterministic automata involves determinization. In the lattice setting, determinization
involves anmn blow up, and moreover, complementation involves annm blow up even
if we start with a deterministic automaton. Interestingly,by adopting ideas from the the-
ory of automata on infinite words [KV01]3, we are able to avoid determinization, avoid
the dependency inm, and complement LNFW with a2n blow up only. For this purpose
we define universal lattice automata (LUFW, for short), which dualize LNFW, show
that complementation can be done by dualization, and that LUFW can be translated to
LNFW with a2n blow up4.

Once we prove closure properties, we proceed to study the fundamental decision
problems for the new framework: theemptiness-valueand theuniversality-valueprob-
lems, which corresponds to the emptiness and universality problems in the Boolean
setting and decide, givenA, how likely it is (formalized by means of values inL) for
A to accept some word or all words; and theimplication-value problem, which corre-
sponds to the language-inclusion problem and decides, given two LNFWsA1 andA2,
how likely it is that membership in the language ofA1 implies membership in the lan-
guage ofA2. We show that, using the tight constructions described earlier, the problems
have the same complexities as the corresponding problems inthe Boolean setting.

We then turn to applications of LNFW for reasoning about multi-valued temporal
logics and systems. We define the logicLattice LTL(LLTL, for short), where the con-
stants can take lattice values, and whose semantics is defined with respect to multi-
valued Kripke-structures. We extend LNFW to the framework of automata on infi-
nite words, definenondeterministic lattice B̈uchi word automata(LNBW, for short),
and show that known translations of LTL to nondeterministicBüchi word automata
[VW94] can be lifted to the lattice setting. Then, we use LNBWto solve the satisfiabil-
ity and model-checking problems for LLTL, and show that bothproblems are PSPACE–

2 Discussing complementation, we restrict attention toDe Morgan lattices, where complemen-
tation inside the lattice is well defined (See Section 2.1).

3 As we discuss in the paper, there are several common computational aspects of LNFW and
automata on infinite words, as reasoning in both theories hasto cope with the fact that the
outcome of a run depends on its on-going behavior, rather than its last state only. This feature
makes complementation very challenging also in the theory of automata on infinite words
[Saf88].

4 We note that the latter construction is not trivial; it has the flavor of the construction in [MH84]
for the case of infinite words, but unlike [MH84] (or the much simpler Boolean case), the result
LNFW is nondeterministic; if one seeks an equivalent LDFW, adependency inm cannot be
avoided.
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complete — not harder than in the Boolean setting. In addition, we study some basic
theory of lattice automata on infinite words. In particular,we show that the comple-
mentation construction of [KV01] can be combined with the ideas we use in the case of
LNFW complementation, thus LNBW complementation involvesa2O(n logn) blow up
and is independent ofm.

Related WorkWe are aware of two previous definitions of automata over lattices and
their applications in verification. Our framework, however, is the first to study the theo-
retical aspects of lattice automata, rather than only use them. Also, the applications we
suggest go beyond these that are known. Below we discuss the two known definitions
and compare them with our contribution. In [BG01], Bruns andGodefroid introduce
Extended Alternating Automata(EAA, for short). EAA extend the automata-theoretic
approach to branching-time model checking [KVW00], they run on trees, and map each
input tree to a lattice value. EAA have been used for query checking [BG01] and model
checking multi-valuedµ-calculus [BG04]. EAA are incomparable with the model we
study here. On the one hand, EAA are more general, as they run on trees and are alter-
nating. On the other hand, they are not making full use of the lattice framework, as their
“lattice aspect” is limited to the transition function having lattice values in its range.

Also, the application of reasoning about LLTL properties, which we describe here,
cannot be achieved with EAA, as it involves a doubly-exponential translation of LLTL
to µ-calculus, which we avoid. In [CDG01], Chechik, Devereux, and Gurfinkel define
multiple-valued B̈uchi automata(XBüchi automata, for short) and use them for model
checking multiple-valued LTL. Like LNFW, each transition in aXBüchi automata has a
traversal value and the automata defineL-languages. Unlike LNFW,XBüchi automata
(and the multiple-valued LTL that correspond to them) are restricted to lattices that are
finite linear orders. Thus, the setting and its potential applications is weaker.

In addition to lattice-based multi-valued logics, other related concepts were inves-
tigated. Lattice-based automata (for distributive lattices) can be seen as a special case
of weighted automata[Moh97], which are in turn a special case ofsemiring automata
[KS86]. Semiring automata is a very general algebraic notion of automata in which
computations get values from some semiring. However, the model of semiring automata
is algebraic in nature and is relatively far from the standard notion of finite automata.
Weighted automata is another notion in which computations get values from a semir-
ing, one that closely resembles the standard model of finite automata. In fact, since a
distributive lattice is a semiring in which⊕ is a join and⊗ is a meet, the definitions
of lattice automata are a special case of the definitions of weighted automata. However,
while (distributive) lattices are semirings, lattices share some properties that general
semirings do not. Specifically, the idempotent laws (i.e.,a ∨ a = a anda ∧ a = a) as
well as the absorption laws (i.e.,a ∨ (a ∧ b) = a anda ∧ (a ∨ b) = a), which are very
intuitive in a logical context, do not hold in a general semiring, and do hold for lattices.
Furthermore, the complementation operand that is essential for choosing lattices as a
framework for multi-valued reasoning, has no natural interpretation in a general semir-
ing. Finally, our results here go beyond these that are knownfor semiring automata. In
particular, we consider also automata on infinite words, both nondeterministic and uni-
versal automata, and we study the computational aspects of constructions and decision
problems.
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2 Preliminaries

2.1 Lattices

Let 〈A,≤〉 be a partially ordered set, and letP be a subset ofA. An elementa ∈ A is an
upper boundonP if a ≥ b for all b ∈ P . Dually,a is a lower boundonP if a ≤ b for
all b ∈ P . An elementa ∈ A is theleast element ofP if a ∈ P anda is a lower bound
onP . Dually,a ∈ A is thegreatest element ofP if a ∈ P anda is an upper bound on
P . A partially ordered set〈A,≤〉 is alattice if for every two elementsa, b ∈ A both the
least upper bound and the greatest lower bound of{a, b} exist, in which case they are
denoteda ∨ b (a join b) anda ∧ b (a meetb), respectively. A lattice iscompleteif for
every subsetP ⊆ A both the least upper bound and the greatest lower bound ofP exist,
in which case they are denoted

∨

P and
∧

P , respectively. In particular,
∨

A and
∧

A
are denoted⊤ (top) and⊥ (bottom), respectively. A lattice〈A,≤〉 is finite if A is finite.
Note that every finite lattice is complete. A lattice isdistributiveif for everya, b, c ∈ A,
we havea ∧ (b ∨ c) = (a ∧ b) ∨ (a ∧ c) anda ∨ (b ∧ c) = (a ∨ b) ∧ (a ∨ c).

The traditional disjunction and conjunction logic operators correspond to the join
and meet lattice operators. In a general lattice, however, there is no natural counterpart
to negation. ADe Morgan(or quasi-Boolean) lattice is a lattice in which every element
a has a unique complement element¬a such that¬¬a = a, De Morgan rules hold, and
a ≤ b implies¬b ≤ ¬a. In the rest of the paper we consider only finite5 distributive
De Morgan lattices.

1
2

{b}

1

0

L2

{a, b}

{a} {c}

{b, c}

∅

2
{a,b,c}

{a, b, c}

{a, c}

0

1 (1,1)

(0,0)

L3 L2,2

(0,1) (1,0)

Fig. 1. Some lattices

In Figure 1 we describe some (finite distributive De Morgan) lattices. The elements
of the latticeL2 are the usual truth values 1 (true) and 0 (false) with the order0 ≤ 1.
The latticeL3 contains in addition the value12 , with the order0 ≤ 1

2 ≤ 1, and with
negation defined by¬0 = 1 and¬1

2 = 1
2 . The latticeL2,2 is the Cartesian product

of two L2 lattices, thus(a, b) ≤ (a′, b′) if both a ≤ a′ andb ≤ b′. Also, ¬(a, b) =

5 Note that focusing on finite lattices is not as restrictive asmay first seem. Indeed, even when
the lattice is infinite, the problems we consider involve only finite Kripke structures, formulas,
and automata. Therefore, only a finite number of lattice elements appear in a problem, and
since the lattice is distributive, the logical operations closure of these values is still finite.
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(¬a,¬b). Finally, the lattice2{a,b,c} is the power set of{a, b, c} with the set-inclusion
order. Complementation is interpreted as set complementation relative to{a, b, c}. In
this lattice, for example,{a} ∨ {b} = {a, b}, {a} ∧ {b} = ⊥, {a, c} ∨ {b} = ⊤, and
{a, c} ∧ {b} = ⊥.

A join irreducibleelementl ∈ L is a value, other then⊥, for which if l1 ∨ l2 ≥ l
then eitherl1 ≥ l or l2 ≥ l. By Birkhoff’s representation theorem for finite distributive
lattices in order to prove thatl1 = l2 it is sufficient if to prove that for every join
irreducible elementl it holds thatl1 ≥ l iff l2 ≥ l. We denote the set of join irreducible
elements ofL by JI(L). A meet irreducibleelementl ∈ L is a value for which if
l1 ∧ l2 ≤ l then eitherl1 ≤ l or l2 ≤ l. Note that in a De Morgan lattice an element
is meet irreducible iff its complement is join irreducible.We denote the set of meet
irreducible elements ofL byMI(L).

Consider a latticeL (we abuse notation and refer toL also as a set of elements,
rather than a pair of a set with an order on it). For a setX of elements, anL-set overX
is a functionS : X → L assigning to each element ofX a value inL. It is convenient
to think aboutS(x) as the truth value of the statement “x is in S”. We say that an
L-setS is Booleanif S(x) ∈ {⊤,⊥} for all x ∈ X . The usual set operators can
be lifted toL-sets as expected. Given twoL-setsS1 andS2 overX , we define join,
meet, and complementation so that for every elementx ∈ X , we have6 S1 ∨ S2(x) =
S1(x) ∨ S2(x), S1 ∧ S2(x) = S1(x) ∧ S2(x), andcomp(S1)(x) = ¬S1(x).

2.2 Lattice Automata

Consider a latticeL and an alphabetΣ. An L-languageis anL-set overΣ∗. Thus
an L-languageL : Σ∗ → L assigns a value inL to each word overΣ. A nonde-
terministic lattice automatonon finite words (LNFW, for short) is a six-tupleA =
〈L, Σ,Q,Q0, δ, F 〉, whereL is a lattice,Σ is an alphabet,Q is a finite set of states,
Q0 ∈ LQ is anL-set of initial states,δ ∈ LQ×Σ×Q is anL-transition-relation, and
F ∈ LQ is anL-set of accepting states.

A run of an LNFW on a wordw = σ1 · σ2 · · ·σn is a sequencer = q0, . . . , qn of
n+1 states. Thevalueof r onw isval (r, w) = Q0(q0)∧∧

n−1
i=0 δ(qi, σi+1, qi+1)∧F (qn).

Intuitively,Q0(q0) is the value ofq0 being initial,δ((qi, σi+1, qi+1)) is the value ofqi+1

being a successor ofqi whenσi+1 is the input letter,F (qn) is the value ofqn being
accepting, and the value ofr is the meet of all these values, with0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. We
refer toQ0(q0) ∧ ∧n−1

i=0 δ(qi, σi+1, qi+1) as thetraversal valueof r and refer toF (qn)
as itsacceptance value. For a wordw, the value ofA onw, denotedA(w) is the join
of the values of all the possible runs ofA onw. That is,val (A, w) =

∨

{val(r, w) :
r is a run ofA onw}. TheL-language ofA, denotedL(A), maps each wordw to its
value inA. That is,L(A)(w) = val(A, w).

An LNFW is adeterministiclattice automaton on finite words (LDFW, for short) if
there is exactly one stateq ∈ Q such thatQ0(q) 6= ⊥, and for every stateq ∈ Q and
letterσ ∈ Σ, there is exactly one stateq′ ∈ Q such thatδ(q, σ, q′) 6= ⊥. An LNFW

6 If S1 andS2 are over different domainsX1 andX2, we can view them as having the same
domainX1 ∪ X2 and letS1(x) = ⊥ for x ∈ X2 \ X1 andS2(x) = ⊥ for x ∈ X1 \ X2.
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is simpleif Q0 andδ are Boolean. Note that the traversal value of a runr of a simple
LNFW is either⊥ or⊤, thus the value ofr is induced byF .

Traditional nondeterministic automata over finite words (NFW, for short) corre-
spond to LNFW over the latticeL2. Indeed, overL2, the value of a runr on a wordw is
either⊤, in case the run uses only transitions with value⊤ and its final state has value
⊤, or⊥ otherwise. Also, the value ofA onw is ⊤ iff the value of some run on it is⊤.
This reflects the fact that a wordw is accepted by an NFW if some legal run onw is
accepting.

Example 1 Figure 2 depicts three LNFWs. When we draw an LNFW, we denote the
fact thatδ(q, σ, q′) = l by an edge attributed by(σ, l) from q to q′. For simplicity,
we sometimes label an edge with a setS ⊆ Σ × L. In particular, whenΣ = L,
we use(l,⊤) to denote the set{(l,⊤) : l ∈ L} and we use(l, l) to denote the set
{(l, l) : l ∈ L}. For statesq with Q0(q) = l 6= ⊥, we draw intoq an edge labeledl, and
for statesq with F (q) = l 6= ⊥, we drawq as a double circle labeledl. For example,
the LNFWA2 = 〈L,L, {q1, q2}, Q0, δ, F 〉 is such thatQ0(q1) = ⊤ andQ0(q2) = ⊥.
Also, for everyl ∈ L, we haveδ(q1, l, q1) = δ(q2, l, q2) = ⊤, andδ(q1, l, q2) = l. All
other triplets〈q, l, q〉 ∈ Q × L × Q are mapped byδ to ⊥. Finally,F (q1) = ⊥ and
F (q2) = ⊤.

(l, l)
q2

⊤q3
⊤

A3

(l, l)
q1

(l, l)

⊤

A2

⊤q1 q2

(l,⊤) (l,⊤) (l,⊤)

⊤

A1

⊤q1

(l, l) (l,⊤)

Fig. 2. Three LNFWs.

Let us consider theL-languages of the LNFWs in Figure 2. The LNFWA1 is de-
terministic. Its single runr a wordw = l1 · l2 · · · ln starts inq1 with value⊤ and
whenever the letterli is read, the traversal value so far is met withli. The acceptance
value ofr is ⊤, thus the value ofr onw is

∧n

i=1 li. Hence, the languageL1 of A1 is
such thatL1(l1 · l2 · · · ln) =

∧n
i=1 li. The LNFWA2 is nondeterministic. Reading a

wordw = l1 · l2 · · · ln, it guesses a letterli with which the transition fromq1 to q2 is
made. Since the values of the self loops inq1 andq2 are⊤ and so are the initial and
acceptance values, the value of such a run onw is li. Taking the join on all runs, we get
that the languageL2 of A2 is such thatL2(l1 · l2 · · · ln) =

∨n

i=1 li. Finally, the LNFW
A3 is also nondeterministic. Here, going fromq1 to q3 two successive letters are read,
each contributing its value to the traversal value of the run. Hence the languageL3 of
A3 is such thatL3(l1 · l2 · · · ln) =

∨n−1
i=1 (li ∧ li+1).

In the traditional Boolean setting, auniversalautomaton (UFW, for short) accepts
a wordw if all its runs onw are accepting. Lifting this definition to the lattice frame-
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work, a universal lattice automaton (LUFW, for short) has the same components as an
LNFW, only that the value of a runr = q0 . . . qn on a wordw = σ1 · σ2 · · ·σn is
val(r, w) = comp(Q0(q0)) ∨

∨n−1
i=0 comp(δ(qi, σi+1, qi+1)) ∨ comp(F (qn)), and the

value ofA onw is val (A, w) =
∧

{val(r, w) : r is a run ofA onw}. Thus, LUFW
dualize LNFW in the three elements that determine the value of an automaton on a run:
first, the way we refer to the components of a single run is disjunctive (rather than con-
junctive). Second, the way we refer to the collection of runsis conjunctive (rather than
disjunctive). Finally, the initial values, transition values, and acceptance values are all
complemented.

Example 2 Consider the three LNFWs discussed in Example 1. When we viewthem as
LUFW, their languages̃L1, L̃2, andL̃3 are such that̃L1(l1 · l2 · · · ln) =

∨n

i=1 comp(li),
L̃2(l1·l2 · · · ln) =

∧n

i=1 comp(li), andL̃3(l1·l2 · · · ln) =
∧n−1
i=1 (comp(li)∨comp(li+1)).

Remark 3 In many applications, the input words to the LNFW are generated by a
graph in which each vertex is labeled by a letter inΣ. In some applications, the transi-
tion relation of the graph is anL-set, thus each edge has a value inL. Accordingly, in a
more general framework, each letter inΣ has a weight — a value inL that corresponds
to the value of the edge between the current and next vertices. Then, the value of a
run of the automaton over a weighted wordw = 〈σ1, l1〉 · 〈σ2, l2〉 · · · 〈σn, ln〉 takes the
weights of the letters into account: when we are in stateqi, read a letter〈σi+1, li+1〉, and
move to stateqi+1, the contribution to the value of the run isli+1 ∧ δ(qi, σi+1, qi+1)
(rather thanδ(qi, σi+1, qi+1) only). Since the lattice is distributive, it is easy to see
that the value of such an LNFW over the wordw is equal to the meet of its value on
〈σ1,⊤〉 · 〈σ2,⊤〉 · · · 〈σn,⊤〉 with

∧

1≤i≤n li. Thanks to this decompositionality, it is
easy to adjust our framework to automata that read words withweighted letters. For
technical simplicity, we assume no weights.

Remark 4 It is interesting to compare LNFW’s to EAA’s as defined in [BG04]. (For-
mally, EAA are defined only for infinite trees but it is easy to accommodate them to
finite words). In EAA, there is no explicit concept of transition value. Since, however,
EAA are alternating, it is possible to model a transition into stateq with valuel by the
formulaq ∧ l. By taking the meet of a transition with a lattice value, it ispossible to
ensure that in all runs, the value attached to thesourcevertex of the transition is at most
l. Intuitively, the value of an EAA run flows “upwards” while the value of an LNFW
run flows “downwards”. An interesting outcome of this observation is that while it is
natural to define the value of a prefix of a run of an LNFW, an LNFWrun, it does not
seem possible to define the value of a prefix of an EAA run. We findthe ability to refer
to this value helpful both in understanding the intuition behind the runs of automata and
in reasoning about them — as we will demonstrate in Section 3.

3 Closure Properties

In this section we study closure properties of LNFW and LDFW.We show that LNFW
and LDFW are closed under join, meet, and complementation, show that LNFW can
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be determinized and simplified, and analyze the blow-up thatthe various constructions
operators involve. In addition to the dependency in the sizen of the original automaton
(or automata, in case of the join and meet operators), our analysis refers to the sizem
of the lattice over which the automata are defined. The dependence on bothn andm is
tight and the proofs in Appendix A provide both upper bounds and lower bounds.

3.1 Nondeterministic Automata on Finite Words

Theorem 5. [closure under join and meet]Let A1 andA2 be LNFW overL, with
n1 andn2 states, respectively. There are LNFWA∨ andA∧, withn1 + n2 andn1 · n2

states, respectively, such thatL(A∨) = L(A1)∨L(A2) andL(A∧) = L(A1)∧L(A2).

The constructions are slight variants of the standard boolean case constructions.

Theorem 6. [simplification] LetA be an LNFW (LDFW) withn states, over a lattice
L withm elements. There is a simple LNFW (resp. LDFW)A′, with n ·m states, such
thatL(A′) = L(A).

Intuitively, the state space ofA′ isQ× L, where a state〈q, l〉 stands for the stateq
with valuel.

We now turn to consider determinization of LNFW. For simple LNFW, determiniza-
tion can proceed using the subset construction as in the Boolean case [RS59]. If we start
with a general LNFWA with state spaceQ, this results in an LDFWA′ with state space
2Q×L. As Theorem 7 below shows, LNFW determinization does dependonL, but we
can do better than maintaining subsets ofQ×L. The idea is to maintain, instead, func-
tions inLQ, where each stateq of A is mapped to the join of the values with whichA
might have reachedq. Note that the resulting automaton is a simple LDFW.

Theorem 7. [determinization]LetA be an LNFW withn states, over a latticeL with
m elements. There is a simple LDFWA′, withmn states, such thatL(A′) = L(A).

We now turn to study complementation on LNFW. As with traditional automata, it is
possible to complement an automaton through determinization. Starting with an LNFW
with n states over a lattice withm elements, we can construct, by Theorem 7 a simple
LDFW which can be easily complemented to LNFW withmn states. We now show that
by using universal automata, it is possible to circumvent determinization and avoid the
dependency onm. We first observe that viewing an LNFW as an LUFW complements
its language. The proof is easy and is based on applying De Morgan rules onval (A, w).

Lemma 1. Let A be an LNFW and letÃ be A when viewed as an LUFW. Then,
L(Ã) = comp(L(A)).

Theorem 8. LetA be an LUFW, withn states. There is an LNFWA′, with 2n states,
such thatL(A′) = L(A).

In Section 3.3, we present a general paradigm for decomposing lattice automata to
Boolean automata, each associated with a join-irreducibleelement of the lattice. The
paradigm can be used for proving Theorem 8 too. In Appendix A.4 we describe a direct
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construction, which applies the paradigm, but hides the intermediate Boolean automata.
Below is a high level view of the direct construction.

Let A = 〈L, Σ,Q,Q0, δ, F 〉. Consider a wordw = σ1 · · ·σn. The runs ofA onw
can be arranged in a directed acyclic graphG = 〈Q×{0, . . . , n}, E〉, whereE(〈q, i−
1〉, 〈q′, i〉) for all q, q′ ∈ Q and1 ≤ i ≤ n. Each edge〈〈q, i − 1〉, 〈q′, i〉〉 in G has a
value inL, namelycomp(δ(q, σi, q

′)). Also, vertices inQ× {0} andQ× {n} have an
initial and an acceptance value, respectively, induced bycomp(Q0) andcomp(F ). The
value ofA onw is the meet of the values of the paths ofG, where a value of a path is
the join of the values of its components.

Thus, one can look at the value ofA on w as computed by a formula
∧

π

∨

lπ
lπ

whereπ ranges over paths andlπ ranges over the values appearing inπ. This type of
formula, namely

∧∨

(. . .) corresponds naturally to an LUFW calculation of the value
of a word. The type of formula that corresponds to an LNFW calculation of the value of
a word would be

∨∧

(. . .). The LNFW type formula whose value equals the value of
∧

π

∨

l lπ is
∨

S

∧

l∈S l whereS ranges over the sets of values that contains exactly one
value from each path. (The equivalence of the formulas follow from distributivity laws
and corresponds to similar familiar algebraic manipulations of products and sums).

Thus, our goal is to construct an LNFW in which a run nondeterministically “chooses”
one value from each path, and the value of that run is the meet of those “chosen” values.
The construction of such an LNFW resembles the constructionof [MH84]. The idea is
to keep track of the states from which there are paths that still “owe” us a value. Thus
the states of the LNFW would be the subsets of states ofA. Instead of the details of
the LNFW construction, we proceed to illustrate by example the ideas underlying the
construction.

Assume, for example, that we already read some prefixπ[1..k] of the word, and
already “chosen” some values, in fact, the only paths from which no value was chosen,
all end up in the stateq after readingπ[1..k]. In such a case we say thatq is the only
state that still “owe” us a value, and the LNFW state after readingπ[1..k] will be {q}.
Assume now that the next letter read isσ, and that, inA, the possible transitions (i.e.
transitions not mapped to⊥) from q on σ are a transition toq1 with value l1, and a
transition toq2 with value l2. In such a case we have several ways to proceed (the
LNFW chooses nondeterministically which way is taken). First, we might choose not
to choose either transition values to be “chosen”. In such a case, bothq1 andq2 will
“owe” us a value and the LNFW will move to the state{q1, q2}. Since no value was
chosen the value of the transition({q}, σ, {q1, q2}) in the LNFW is⊤. Another way
to proceed, would be to “choose” the valuel1 of the paths going fromq to q1. In this
case, onlyq2 will still owe us a value, however, the valuel1 should me met with the
LNFW run value. Therefore, the value of the transition({q}, σ, {q2}) is l1. Similarly,
there would be a transition to({q}, σ, {q1}) with valuel2, and a transition({q}, σ, ∅)
with valuel1 ∧ l2. Initial and accepting values are dealt with in a similar fashion.

We can now complement an LNFWA by transforming the LUFW with the same
structure asA to an LNFW. Hence, by Lemma 1 and Theorem 8, we have the following:

Theorem 9. [closure under complementation]Let A be an LNFW withn states.
There is an LNFWA′, with 2n states, such thatL(A′) = comp(L(A)).

10



3.2 Deterministic Automata on Finite words

Theorem 10. [closure under join and meet]LetA1 andA2 be LDFW overL. There
are LDFWA∨ andA∧ such thatL(A∨) = L(A1) ∨ L(A2) andL(A∧) = L(A1) ∧
L(A2). If A1 hasn1 states,A2 hasn2 states, andL hasm elements, thenA∨ has at
mostn1 · n2 ·m2 and at leastn1 · n2 ·m states, andA∧ hasn1 · n2 states.

The meet construction coincides with the one for LNFW. For the join construction, we
first simplify A1 andA2 using Theorem 6 and only then apply the construction for
LNFW 7.

We now turn to study complementation of LDFW. In the Boolean setting, com-
plementation of deterministic automata is easy, and involves dualization. In the lattice
setting dualization does not work, and should be combined with simplification. There-
fore, we have the following.

Theorem 11. [closure under complementation]Let A be an LDFW, withn states,
overL. There is an LDFWA′, withn ·m states, such thatL(A′) = comp(L(A)).

3.3 Lattice Automata on Infinite words

Lattice automata can run on infinite words and defineL-languages of words inΣω. A
nondeterministic B̈uchi lattice automatonon infinite words (LNBW, for short) has the
same components as an LNFW, thusA = 〈L, Σ,Q,Q0, δ, F 〉, only that it runs on infi-
nite words. Arun ofA on a wordw = σ1·σ2 · · · is an infinite sequencer = q0, q1, . . . of
states. Thetraversal valueof r onw is trval(r, w) = Q0(q0) ∧

∧

i≥0 δ(qi, σi+1, qi+1).
Theacceptance valueof r onw is acval (r, w) =

∧

i≥0

∨

j≥i F (qj). Thevalueof r on
w is val(r, w) = trval(r, w) ∧ acval (r, w).

Note that the acceptance value of a run corresponds to the Büchi condition in the
Boolean case. There,F should be visited infinitely often, thus all suffixes should visit
F . Accordingly, here, the meet of all suffixes is taken, where each suffix contribute the
join of its members.

Theorem 12. [LNBW closure properties]LetA1 andA2 be LNBWs withn1 andn2

states, respectively.

1. There is an LNBWA∨ with n1 + n2 states such thatL(A∨) = L(A1) ∨ L(A2).
2. There is an LNBWA∧ with 3 · n1 · n2 states such thatL(A∧) = L(A1) ∧ L(A2).
3. There is an LNBWÃ1 with 2O(n1 log(n1)) states such thatL(Ã1) = comp(L(A1)).

7 The gap between the upper and the lower bound in Theorem 10 follows from the fact that the
exact dependency inm depends on the type of the latticeL. For all types, the join construction
requires at most anm2 blow-up, and at least anm blow-up. By considering the types individ-
ually, it is possible to tighten the bound. In particular, for a lattice that is a full order, the tight
bound isn1 ·n2 ·m, and for the powerset lattice, the tight bound isn1 ·n2 ·m

log2 3. Essentially,
the different types of lattices induce different ways to partition them2 pairs of lattice values
between the state space of the joint automaton and the value accumulated by the run in the
form of traversal value.
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The proof of Theorem 12 follows from a general paradigm for transformation be-
tween lattice automata. The key observation is that a lattice-automaton over latticeL
can be decomposed to a family Boolean automata where each Boolean automaton in
the family corresponds to a join-irreducible (or meet irreducible) element ofL. A trans-
formation on the lattice automaton can then be obtained by applying the transformation
on the underlying Boolean automata, which can then be composed back to a lattice au-
tomaton. For the paradigm to work, we need to ensure some consistency requirements
that have to do with maintaining the order of the lattice. In the following NBW stands
for Nondeterministic Büchi automata on Words. We proceed with the details.

For an underlying set of statesQ, we introduce an ordering on NBWs whose state
space isQ. Fori ∈ {1, 2}, letAi = 〈Σ,Q,Q0

i , δi, Fi〉 be an NBW. LetA1 ≤ A2 when
Q0

2 ⊆ Q0
1, δ2 ⊆ δ1, andF2 ⊆ F1. Intuitively, “smaller automata have more accepting

runs”. Formally, it is easy to see thatA1 ≤ A2 impliesL(A2) ⊆ L(A1).
A family {Al}l∈L of NBWs that share a state space and are indexed by lattice

elements isL-consistentif l1 ≤ l2 impliesAl1 ≤ Al2 . Similarly, a family isL-reverse-
consistentif l1 ≤ l2 impliesAl1 ≥ Al2 .

Lemma 2. [decomposition]For an LNBWA it is possible to construct, in logarithmic
space, the followingL-consistent families:

1. A family{Al}l∈JI(L) of NBWs such that for allw ∈ Σω, we havew ∈ L(Al) iff
A(w) ≥ l.

2. A family{Al}l∈MI(L) of NBWs such that for allw ∈ Σω, we havew 6∈ L(Al) iff
A(w) ≤ l.

Proof: LetA = 〈L, Σ,Q,Q0, δ, F 〉. We start with claim 1. For every join irreducible
l ∈ JI(L), we define the NBWAl = 〈Σ,Q,Q0

l , δl, Fl〉, where:

1. Q0
l = {q ∈ Q | Q0(q) ≥ l}.

2. δl = {(q, σ, q′) ∈ Q×Σ ×Q | δ(q, σ, q′) ≥ l}.
3. Fl = {q ∈ Q | F (q)) ≥ l}.

First, note that the family isL-consistent. Indeed, ifl1 ≤ l2, thenQ0
l2
⊆ Q0

l1
, δl2 ⊆ δl1 ,

andFl2 ⊆ Fl1 .
We proceed to prove thatw ∈ L(Al) iff L(A)(w) ≥ l. Consider an infinite word

w = σ0σ1 . . .. Assume first thatw ∈ L(Al). Then, there exists an accepting runr =
r0r1 . . . of the NBWAl onw. As Al andA share a state space,r is also a run of the
LNBW A. Furthermore, sincer is a run ofAl we haver0 ∈ Q0

l and for everyi ≥ 0,
we have(ri−1, σi, ri) ∈ δl. Thus, inA we haveQ0(r0) ≥ l and for everyi > 0, we
haveδ(ri−1, σi, ri) ≥ l. Therefore,trval(r, w) ≥ l. Similarly, sincer is accepting in
Al it visits infinitely often inFl. Thus, for alli ≥ 0 we have

∨

j≥i F (qj), and therefore
acval (r, w) ≥ l. Thus,val(r, w) ≥ l, implying thatL(A)(w) ≥ l

Assume now thatL(A)(w) ≥ l. Recall thatL(A)(w) ≥ l means thatval(A, w) ≥
l, i.e.,

∨

r val (r, w) ≥ l. Therefore, by the join irreducibility ofl, there exists at least
one runr = r0r1 . . . of A on w with val(r, w) ≥ l. In r, the initial value, all the
transition values, and the acceptance value are all greateror equall. Therefore, the run
r is also a run ofAl. To see thatr is an accepting run, note that the acceptance value
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∧

i≥0

∨

j≥i F (rj) is greater than or equal tol. By the join irreducibility ofl, this means
that there are infinitely manyrj ’s for whichF (rj) ≥ l.

We proceed to claim 2. For every meet irreduciblel ∈MI(L), we define the NBW
Al = 〈Σ,Q,Q0

l , δl, Fl〉, where:

1. Q0
l = {q ∈ Q | Q0(q) 6≤ l}.

2. δl = {(q, σ, q′) ∈ Q×Σ ×Q | δ(q, σ, q′) 6≤ l}.
3. Fl = {q ∈ Q | F (q) 6≤ l}.

First, note that the family isL-consistent. Indeed, ifl1 ≤ l2, thenQ0(q) ≤ l1 implies
thatQ0(q) ≤ l2. Therefore,Q0(q) 6≤ l2 implies thatQ0(q) 6≤ l1. Thus,Q0

l2
⊆ Q0

l1
.

The same argument holds forδl2 ⊆ δl1 andFl2 ⊆ Fl1 .
We proceed to prove thatw 6∈ L(Al) iff L(A)(w) ≤ l. Consider an infinite word

w = σ1σ2 . . ..
Assume first thatw 6∈ L(Al). Then, every sequence of statesr = r0r1 . . . is ei-

ther not a run ofAl on w, or visits only finitely often inFl. If r is not a run ofA,
then eitherr0 6∈ Q0

l (i.e.Q0(r0) ≤ l) or for somei > 0, we have(ri−1, σi, ri) 6∈
δl (i.e. δ(ri−1, σi, ri) ≤ l). In either case, we havetrval(r, w) ≤ l, and therefore
val(r, w) ≤ l. If, on the other hand,r visits only finitely often inFl, then, there
exists aj ≥ 0 such that for alli ≥ j we haveri 6∈ Fl (i.e. F (ri) ≤ l). Since
acval (r, w) =

∧

i≥0

∨

j≥i F (qj), we get thatacval (r, w) ≤ l. Thus, in any case, we
haveval(r, w) ≤ l and thereforeL(A)(w) ≤ l.

Assume now thatL(A)(w) ≤ l. Then, every sequence of statesr = r0r1 . . . of A
has value smaller then or equal tol. Recall thatL(A)(w) ≤ lmeans that

∨

r val(r, w) ≤
l. Therefore, for every runr we haveval(e, w) = trval(r, w) ∧ acval (r, w) ≤ l.
Sincel is meet irreducible, this means that in every runr either trval(r, w) ≤ l or
acval (r, w) ≤ l. If trval(r, w) ≤ l then (again by meet irreducibility) eitherQ0(r0) ≤ l
(i.e.r0 6∈ Q0

l ) or for somei > 0 we haveδ(ri−1, σi, ri) ≤ l (i.e. the transition is not in
δl). In both cases the run is not a run ofAl. If, on the other hand, the acceptance value,
i.e.

∧

i≥0

∨

j≥i F (rj), is smaller then or equal tol, then, by the meet irreducibility of
l, there exists ani for which

∨

j≥i F (rj) ≤ l This implies that for allj ≥ i, we have
F (rj) ≤ l (e.g.rj /∈ Fl). Thus,Fl is visited only finitely often implying thatr is
rejecting inAl. Thus, every sequence of states is either not a run ofAl or a rejecting
run. Therefore,w 6∈ L(Al).

Next, we extend the order on NBWs to an order on tuples of NBWs in the following
way: 〈A1, . . . ,Ak〉 ≤ 〈B1, . . . ,Bk〉 iff Ai ≤ Bi for everyi ∈ {1, . . . , k}.

A constructionϕ : NBWk → NBW is monotoneif 〈A1, . . . ,Ak〉 ≤ 〈B1, . . . ,Bk〉
impliesϕ(〈A1, . . . ,Ak〉) ≤ ϕ(〈B1, . . . ,Bk〉). A construction isantitoneif 〈A1, . . . ,Ak〉 ≤
〈B1, . . . ,Bk〉 impliesϕ(〈A1, . . . ,Ak〉) ≥ ϕ(〈B1, . . . ,Bk〉).

Lemma 3. Let k ≥ 0 be an integer. For everyi ≤ k, let {Ai
l}l∈L be anL-consistent

family. If ϕ : NBWk → NBW is a monotone construction, then{ϕ(A1
l , . . .A

k
l )}l∈L

is anL-consistent family. Similarly, ifϕ is antitone then{ϕ(A1
l , . . .A

k
l )}l∈L is anL-

reverse-consistent family.
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Proof: For the monotone case, ifl1 ≤ l2 then 〈A1
l1
, . . .Ak

l1
〉 ≤ 〈A1

l2
, . . .Ak

l2
〉 and

therefore, by the monotonicity ofϕ, we haveϕ(A1
l1
, . . .Ak

l1
) ≤ ϕ(A1

l2
, . . .Ak

l2
). The

antitone case is similar.

Lemma 4. [composition]Let{Al}l∈JI(L) be anL-consistent family of NBWs, parametrized
by the join irreducible elements ofL. There is an LNBWA, sharing the state space of
the family, such that for everyw ∈ Σω and l ∈ JI(L), it holds thatw ∈ L(Al) iff
L(A)(w) ≥ l. Furthermore, the construction ofA can be made in logarithmic space.

Proof: Since all the NBWs share the same state space, we denoteAl = 〈Σ,Q,Q0
l , δl, Fl〉.

LetA be the LNBW〈L, Σ,Q,Q0, δ, F 〉, where:

– Q0(q) =
∨

{l ∈ JI(L) | q ∈ Q0
l }.

– δ(q, σ, q′) =
∨

{l ∈ JI(L) | (q, σ, q′) ∈ δl}.
– F (q) =

∨

{l ∈ JI(L) | q ∈ Fl}.

We prove thatw ∈ L(Al) iff L(A)(w) ≥ l. Consider an infinite wordw = σ1σ2 . . .
and l ∈ JI(L). Assume first thatw ∈ L(Al). Then, there exists an accepting run
r = r0r1 . . . onw. Sincer0 ∈ Q0

l , we haveQ0(r0) ≥ l. Similar argument holds for
the value of the transitions. Therefore,trval(r, w) ≥ l in A. In addition, sincer is
accepting inAl, we know thatr visits infinitely often inFl. For every stateq ∈ Fl it
holds thatF (q) ≥ l. Therefore, for everyi ≥ 0 we have

∨

j≥i F (rj) ≥ l, implying that
the acceptance valueacval (r, w) =

∧

i≥0

∨

j≥i F (qj) is greater or equal tol. Thus,
val(r, w) ≥ l, andL(A)(w) ≥ l.

Assume now thatL(A)(w) ≥ l. Sincel is join irreducible, and sinceL(A)(w) =
∨

r val(r, w), there must exist a runr = r0r1 . . . for which val (r, w) ≥ l. In the
run r, the initial value must be greater than or equal tol. Therefore there exists some
l′ ≥ l for which r0 ∈ Ql′ . By the consistency of the family we get thatr0 is an
initial state ofAl as well. Similarly, all the transition values must all be greater than
or equal tol and therefore must be transitions inAl. Since the acceptance value, i.e.
∧

i≥0

∨

j≥i F (rj), is greater than or equal tol, we get from join irreducibility ofl
that the run must visit infinitely often in some stateq for which F (q) ≥ l. Again by
consistency,q must be accepting inAl. Therefore, the runr is an accepting run ofAl,
implying thatw ∈ L(Al).

We now have the basic building blocks needed to apply the paradigm of reducing
lattice automata constructions to Boolean ones. We now proceed to show how to ap-
ply this paradigm in the case of LNBW complementation. The other cases are simpler
and are left to the reader. As a first step, we need a boolean construction for NBW
complementation which is also antitone.

Lemma 5. There exists a antitone constructionϕ : NBW → NBW such that for every
NBWA, with n states, we haveL(ϕ(A)) = comp(L(A)). Furthermore,ϕ(A) has at
most2O(n log(n)) states, and the construction can be made using space polynomial in
n.
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In Appendix A.7, we prove the lemma by proving that (a small variant of) the [KV01]
construction for NBW complementation is antitone. To provethe results for join and
meet of languages, we need similar constructions of monotone (rather than antitone)
constructions of union and intersection. The standard construction for union is already
monotone. For the meet case, a small variant of the usual [Cho74] construction for
intersection is needed, and is discussed in Appendix A.8.

We can now complete the construction for LNBW complementation. Given an
LNBW A, we use the decomposition lemma to construct a consistent family {Al}l∈MI(L)

of NBWs such thatA(w) ≤ l iff w 6∈ L(Al) for all w ∈ Σ.
We now apply the construction from Lemma 5 to get a reverse consistent family

{A′
l}l∈MI(L) of NBWs such thatA(w) ≤ l iff w ∈ L(A′

l) for all w ∈ Σ.
Next, we re-index the family by identifyingA′

l with A′′
comp(l). Since an element is

meet irreducible iff its complement is join irreducible theresulting family{A′′
comp(l)}l∈MI(L)

is indexed by the join irreducible elements ofL and can be seen as{A′′
l }l∈JI(L). Fur-

thermore, forl1, l2 ∈ JI(L), if l1 ≤ l2, thencomp(l2) ≥ comp(l1). Therefore, since
{A′

l} is a reverse-consistent family, we get thatA′
comp(l1)

≤ A′
comp(l2)

i.e.,A′′
l1
≤ A′′

l2
.

Thus,{A′′
l }l∈JI(L) is a consistent family.

Finally, we apply the composition lemma on{A′′
l }l∈JI(L) to get a single LNBW

Ã. To prove thatÃ is indeedcomp(A) fix a wordw ∈ Σω and a join irreducible
elementl ∈ JI(L). The following equivalences hold:̃A(w) ≥ l iff w ∈ L(A′′

l ) iff
w ∈ L(A′

comp(l)) iff w 6∈ L(Acomp(l)) iff A(w) ≤ comp(l) iff comp(A(w)) ≥ l. The
result follows from Birkhoff’s representation theorem.

4 Applications

In this section we apply our framework to the satisfiability and model-checking prob-
lems of multi-valued LTL. We first discuss decision problemsfor LNFW and LNBW.

4.1 Decision Problems

Consider an LNFW (or LNBW)A over a latticeL. Therangeof A is the set of lattice
valuesl for which there is a wordw thatA accepts with valuel. Thus,range(A) =
⋃

w∈Σ∗ val(A, w). Theemptiness valueof A, denotede val(A), is then the join of all
the values in its range; i.e.,e val(A) =

∨

range(A). Intuitively, e val(A) describes
how likely it is for A to accept a word. In particular, ife val(A) = ⊥, thenA gives
value⊥ to all the words inΣ∗. Over Boolean lattice,e val (A) = ⊥ if A is empty and
e val (A) = ⊤ if A is not empty. Note, however, that for a general (finite distributive De
Morgan) lattice,e val (A) 6= ⊥ does not imply that there is a word that is accepted with
valuee val(A). Theemptiness-value problemis to decide, given an LNFW (or LNBW)
A, a valuel ∈ L, and an order relation∼∈ {<,≤,=,≥, >}, whethere val (A) ∼ l.

Theorem 13. The emptiness-value problem for LNFW (or LNBW) is NLOGSPACE-
complete.

In Appendix B, we discuss theuniversality-valueand theimplication-valueprob-
lems, which corresponds to the universality and the language inclusion problems in the
Boolean setting.
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4.2 LLTL model Checking and Satisfiability

As discussed in Section 1, the multi-valued setting appearsin practice either directly,
with multi-valued systems and specifications, or indirectly, as various methods are re-
duced to reasoning in a multi-valued setting. In this section we show how lattice au-
tomata provide a unifying automata-theoretic framework for reasoning about multi-
valued systems and specifications,

A multi-valued Kripke structureis a six-tupleK = 〈AP,L,W,W0, R, L〉, where
AP is a set of atomic propositions,L is a lattice,W is a finite set of states,W0 ∈ LW is
anL-set of initial states,R ∈ LW×W is anL-transitions relation, andL : W → LAP

maps each state to anL-set of atomic propositions. We requireR to be total in its first
element, thus for everyw ∈ W there is at least onew′ ∈ w such thatR(w,w′) 6= ⊥.
A path ofK is an infinite sequencew1, w2, . . . of states. For technical simplicity, we
assume thatW0 andR are Boolean. As discussed in Remark 3, it is easy to adjust
our framework to handle weighted input letters, and hence, weighted initial states and
transitions. In the Boolean setting, a path ofK is one that has value⊤, thusw1 ∈ w0

andR(wi, wi+1) for all i ≥ 1.
The logicLTL is a linear temporal logic. Formulas of LTL are constructed from

a setAP of atomic propositions using the usual Boolean operators and the temporal
operatorsX (“next time”) andU (“until”). The semantics of LTL is traditionally defined
with respect to computations of Kripke structures in which each state is labeled by a set
of atomic propositions true in this state and each two statesare either connected or
not connected by an edge. Note that traditional Kripke structures correspond to multi-
valued Kripke structures over the latticeL2. We define the logicLatticed-LTL(LLTL,
for short), which is the expected extension of LTL to multi-valued Kripke structures.
The syntax of LLTL is similar to the one of LTL, except that thelogic is parameterized
by a latticeL and its constants are elements ofL. Let π = w1, w2, . . . be a path of
a multi-valued Kripke structure. The value of an LLTL formula ψ on the pathπ in
positioni, denotedval (π, i, ψ) is inductively defined as follows:

– For a lattice elementl ∈ L, we haveval(π, i, l) = l for all π andi.
– For an atomic propositionp ∈ AP , we haveval(π, i, p) = wi(p) for all π andi.
– val (π, i,¬ψ) = ¬val (π, i, ψ).
– val (π, i, ψ ∧ θ) = val (π, i, ψ) ∧ val (π, i, θ).
– val (π, i,Xψ) = val(π, i+ 1, ψ).
– val (π, i, ψUθ) =

∨

k≥i(val (π, k, θ) ∧
∧

i≤j<k val(π, j, ψ)).

For an LLTL formulaψ, thesatisfiability valueofψ, denotedsat(ψ), is
∨

{val(π, 1, ψ) :
π ∈ (LAP )ω}. Thus, the satisfiability value describes how likely it is for some path to
satisfyψ. The LLTL satisfiability problem is to determine, given an LLTL formula
ψ, a valuel ∈ L, and an order relation∼∈ {<,≤,=,≥, >}, whethersat(ψ) ∼ l.
For a multi-valued Kripke structureK and an LLTL formulaψ, thesatisfaction value
of ψ in K, denotedsat(K,ψ), is

∧

{val(π, 1, ψ) : π is a path ofK}. Thus, the sat-
isfaction value describes how likely it is for all paths ofK to satisfyψ. The LLTL
model-checking problem is to determine, given a multi-valued Kripke structureK, an
LLTL formula ψ, a valuel ∈ L, and an order relation∼∈ {<,≤,=,≥, >}, whether
sat(K,ψ) ∼ l.
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Theorem 14. Given an LLTL formulaψ, there is an LNBWAψ such that for every
wordw ∈ (LAP )ω , we haveAψ(w) = val (w, 1, ψ).

Proof: Let L be the set of lattice elements appearing as constants inψ. We refer to
an elementl ∈ L as a new atomic proposition whose value is fixed tol. Let Uψ =
〈2AP∪L, Q,Q0,M, F 〉 be an NBW that corresponds toψ. Thus,L(Uψ) = {w ∈
(2AP∪L)ω : w |= ψ} (c.f., [VW94]). The transition functionM : Q × Σ → 2Q

of Uψ maps a state and a truth assignment onAP ∪ L to a set of possible successor
states. LetB(AP ∪ L) be the set of propositional Boolean formula overAP ∪ L. We
can rewriteM as a functionM ′ : Q × Q → B(AP ∪ L) that maps two statesq and
q′ to a formula specifying the set of assignments with whichUψ moves fromq to q′.
Formally,M ′(q, q′) = θ iff for all σ ∈ 2AP∪L, we have thatσ |= θ iff q′ ∈ M(q, σ).
Now, for θ ∈ B(AP ∪ L) and anL-setσ′, the formulaσ′(θ) is obtained fromθ by
replacing an atomp ∈ AP by the valueσ′(p). We defineAψ = 〈LAP ,L, Q,Q′

0, δ, F
′〉

where for everyq ∈ Q, we have thatQ′
0(q) is ⊤ if q ∈ Q0 and is⊥ otherwise;F ′(q)

is ⊤ if q ∈ F and is⊥ otherwise; and for everyq′ ∈ Q andσ′ ∈ LAP , we have
δ(q, σ′, q′) = σ′M(q, q′).

We can now use the automata-theoretic approach in order to solve the satisfiability
and model checking problems for LLTL.

Theorem 15. [LLTL satisfiability and model checking] The LLTL satisfiability-value
and satisfaction-value problems are PSPACE-complete.

Proof: Given an LLTL formulaψ, letAψ be the LNBW corresponding toψ. By The-
orem 14, the size ofAψ is exponential inψ. Sincesat(ψ) = e val(Aψ), we can reduce
the satisfiability-value problem forψ to the emptiness-value problem forAψ . By Theo-
rem 12, the latter is in NLOGSPACE, implying membership of the LLTL satisfiability-
value problem in PSPACE. For the satisfaction-value problem, we follow the automata-
based algorithm [VW94] for the Boolean setting: letAK be an LNBW that gives value
⊤ to exactly all the paths ofK. Note that all the states ofAK have acceptance value⊤.
Note also that handlingK with weighted transitions can be done easily by letting the
transitions ofAK have values inL. Sincesat(K,ψ) = e val (AK∧A¬ψ), membership
in PSPACE follows from Theorem 12. For both problems, hardness in PSPACE follows
from the Boolean setting.

Note that Theorem 15 also follows from reduction to several Boolean problems as
presented in [BG04]. The advantage of the approach presented here, is solving LLTL
model checking and satisfiability using direct lattice methods. The advantages of such
direct methods were argued in [BG04], which solved the modelchecking forµL (the
lattice extension ofµ-calculus) directly, using EAA. Theorem 15, however, does not
follow from the latter due to the doubly-exponential blow upof translating LTL formu-
las tomu-calculus.
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A Detailed Proofs and Constructions

A.1 Proof of Theorem 5

For i ∈ {1, 2} let Ai = 〈L, Σ,Qi, Qi0, δ
i, F i〉, and assume w.l.o.g. thatQ1 andQ2

are disjoint. As in the case of traditional NFW,A∨ can be obtained by “puttingA1 and
A2 next to each other”. Formally,A∨ = 〈L, Σ,Q1 ∪Q2, Q1

0 ∨Q
2
0, δ

1 ∨ δ2, F 1 ∨ F 2〉.
Correctness follows from the fact that for every wordw ∈ Σ∗, every run ofA∨ onw is
either a run ofA1 onw or a run ofA2 onw, and vice versa.
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As in the case of traditional NFW,A∧ can be obtained by taking the Cartesian
product ofA1 andA2. Thus,A∧ = 〈L, Σ,Q1×Q2, Q′

0, δ
′, F ′〉, whereQ′

0(〈q1, q2〉) =
Q1

0(q1)∧Q
2
0(q2), δ

′((q1, q2), σ, (q
′
1, q

′
2)) = δ1(q1, σ, q

′
1)∧δ2(q2, σ, q

′
2), andF ′(〈q1, q2〉) =

F1(q1) ∧ F2(q2).
We prove thatL(A∧) = L(A1) ∧ L(A2). That is, we prove thatval(A∧, w) =

val(A1, w) ∧ L(A2, w) for all w ∈ Σ∗. Consider a wordw ∈ Σ∗. Note that ev-
ery runr of A∧ on w corresponds to a runr1 of A1 on w paired with a runr2 of
A2 on w. Furthermore,val (r, w) = val(r1, w) ∧ val(r2, w). Dually, every two runs
r1 of A1 on w and r2 of A2 on w can be paired to a runr of A∧ on w such that
val(r, w) = val (r1, w) ∧ val(r2, w). So, by the distributivity of the lattice, we have
val(A∧, w) =

∨

{val(r, w) : r is a run ofA∧ onw} =
∨

{val(r1, w) ∧ val(r2, w) :
r1 andr2 are runs ofA1 andA2 onw} =

∨

{val(r1, w) : r1 is a run ofA1 onw} ∧
∨

{val(r2, w) : r2 is a run ofA2 onw} = val (A1, w) ∧ val(A2, w).

A.2 Proof of Theorem 6

Let A = 〈L, Σ,Q,Q0, δ, F 〉. We defineA′ = 〈L, Σ,Q× L, Q′
0, δ

′, F ′〉 where a state
〈q, l〉 of A′ corresponds to the stateq of A being reached with traversal valuel, andQ′

0,
δ′, andF ′ are accordingly defined as follows.

– For every stateq ∈ Q, we haveQ′
0(〈q,Q0(q)〉) = ⊤. All other states inQ × L

are mapped byQ′
0 to ⊥. Thus, a run ofA that starts in a stateq with Q0(q) = l

corresponds to a run ofA′ that starts in state〈q, l〉.
– For everyq, q′ ∈ Q, σ ∈ Σ, andl ∈ L, we haveδ′(〈q, l〉, σ, 〈q′, l ∧ δ(q, σ, q′)〉) =
⊤. All other transitions are mapped to⊥. Thus, a transition〈q, σ, q′〉 of A induces
a transition ofA′ whose traversal value is⊤, yet the value-component of the states
are updated according toδ(q, σ, q′).

– For every〈q, l〉 ∈ Q × L, we haveF ′(〈q, l〉) = l ∧ F (q). Thus, the acceptance
value of a run ofA′ that ends with state〈q, l〉 is the meet ofl — the traversal value
of the corresponding run ofA with F (q).

Note that whenA is an LDFW, so isA′.
For the lower bound8, consider the single state LDFWA1 from Example 1. For

everyl ∈ L, its languageL1 maps the wordl to the valuel. LetA′ be a simple LNFW
equivalent toA1. Consider a latticeLm that forms a linear order. Every valuel ∈ Lm
is join irreducible in the sense that ifl equals the join of a set of valuesS ⊆ Lm then

8 We prove a lower bound on the lattice complexity (the complexity in terms ofm, assuming
n is fixed). By extending the alphabet of the automaton to pairsin {1, . . . , n} × L, it is not
hard to use the same idea in order to prove the joint complexity. The same holds for other
lower bounds we prove in this section: we prove lower bounds on the lattice complexity, but
since the these lower bounds are orthogonal to the lower bounds in the Boolean case, we can
conclude that the lower bound on the joint complexity is the product of the lower bounds on
the automaton and lattice complexities. Indeed, a lower bound on the joint complexity can be
proven directly by considering languagesL over alphabetsΣ ×L, where the projection of the
language onΣ is a language with which a lower bound on the automaton complexity is proven
and the projection of the language onL is a language with which a lower bound on the lattice
complexity is proven.
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l is in S. This means that on such lattices, if an LNFW accepts a word with valuel, it
must have a single run that accepts the word with valuel. Since the traversal value of
the run ofA′

1 on l is⊤, each wordl must reach a different stateql, one withF (ql) = l.
Therefore, every simple LNFW forL(A1) must have has at least|L| states.

A.3 Proof of Theorem 7

We first describe the upper bound. LetA = 〈L, Σ,Q,Q0, δ, F 〉. We defineA′ =
〈L, Σ,Q′, Q′

0, δ
′, F ′〉, where

– Q′ = LQ. After reading a wordw, the LDFWA′ is in stateS ∈ LQ such that
for every stateq ∈ Q, the valueS(q) is the join of all the traversal values of runs
of A on w that ends inq. Thus, rather than maintaining all pairs〈q, l〉 such that
A reachesq with traversal valuel, the LDFWA′ maintains only the join of these
values.

– Q′
0(Q0) = ⊤. All otherL-sets overQ are mapped byq′0 to ⊥.

– The transition relationδ′ is defined, for allS, S′ ∈ LQ andσ ∈ Σ, as follows.

δ′(S, σ, S′) =

{

⊤ If for all q′ ∈ Q, we haveS′(q′) =
∨

q∈Q

(S(q) ∧ δ(q, σ, q′)).

⊥ Otherwise

Thus, in theL-setS′, each stateq′ is mapped to the join of all the traversal values
with which the input word read so far can reachq′. This is done by taking for each
stateq ∈ Q, the meet of its corresponding value inS and the value of taking the
transition fromq to q′. Note that, in fact,δ′ is indeed deterministic:δ′(S, σ, S′) = ⊤
for exactly oneS′.

– For allS ∈ LQ, we haveF ′(S) =
∨

q∈Q

(S(q) ∧ F (q)).

Note thatA′ is both deterministic and simple. The Boolean case implies that the
exponential dependency inn cannot be avoided. We now show that the dependency in
L is also essential, and the subset construction by itself is not sufficient9. Let |L| = m,
Σ = L, and consider the languageL2 from Example 1. Recall thatL2 can be accepted
by the 2-state LNFWA2 described in Figure 2. LetA′

2 = 〈L,L, Q,Q0, δ, F 〉 be an
LDFW for L2. We prove thatA′

2 must have at leastm states. For that, we prove that
A′

2 must be simple. As argued in the proof of Theorem 6, a simple LNFW forL2 has at
leastm states, so we are done. To see thatA′

2 must be simple, note thatL2(w) = ⊤ for
each wordw that contains the letter⊤. Hence, the traversal value of the single run of
A′

2 on any wordw′ is always⊤. Indeed, once the traversal value goes below⊤ it cannot
be increased, yet⊤ may be concatenated tow′ requiring the traversal value to be⊤. It
follows thatQ0(q0) = ⊤, for the single stateq0 with Q0(q0) 6= ⊥ andδ(q, σ, q′) = ⊤
for all q, σ, andq′ with δ(q, σ, q′) 6= ⊥. Hence,A′

2 is simple.

9 Note that this still leaves the tight complexity open, as outupper bound ismn whereas the
lower bound is linear inm and exponential inn.
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A.4 Proof of Theorem 8

Let A = 〈L, Σ,Q,Q0, δ, F 〉. Consider a wordw = σ1 · · ·σn. The runs ofA on w
can be arranged in a directed acyclic graphG = 〈Q×{0, . . . , n}, E〉, whereE(〈q, i−
1〉, 〈q′, i〉) for all q, q′ ∈ Q and1 ≤ i ≤ n. Each edge〈〈q, i − 1〉, 〈q′, i〉〉 in G has a
value inL, namelycomp(δ(q, σi, q

′)). Also, vertices inQ × {0} andQ × {n} have
an initial and an acceptance value, respectively, induced by comp(Q0) andcomp(F ).
The value ofA onw is the meet of the values of the paths ofG, where a value of a
path is the join of the values of its components. In order forA′ to mapw to this value,
we letA′ keep track of paths that still have to contribute to a component value, and let
the traversal value of the runs ofA′ maintain the value contributed so far. Thus, as in
the subset construction,A′ follows all runs ofA (that is, all the paths ofG). However,
at any time during the run,A′ may decide nondeterministically to take into account
the current component value of some of the paths. Two things happen in a transition
in which A′ decides to take into account paths that go through a vertex whose state
component belongs to a setP ⊆ Q. First, the traversal value of the transition is the
meet of the traversal value of transitions that enterP . Second, in its subset construction,
A′ release the setP , as there is no further need to follow paths that visitP . Formally,
A′ = 〈L, Σ,Q′, Q′

0, δ
′, F ′〉 is defined as follows.

– Q′ = 2Q. Intuitively, if A′ is in stateS ⊆ Q after readingσ1 · · ·σi, then the paths
of G that go throughS × {i} still need to contribute a value.

– For allP ⊆ Q, we haveQ′
0(Q\P ) =

∧

q∈P comp(Q0(q)). Intuitively,P is the set
of states for which all paths ofG that start inP ×{0} contribute to the value of the
run ofA′ their initial value. Accordingly, the initial value ofQ \ P is the meet of
the complemented initial values of the states inP . In addition,P is removed from
the set of states whose paths owe a contribution.

– For allS ∈ Q′,σ ∈ Σ, andP ⊆ Q, we haveδ′(S, σ,Q\P ) =
∧

q∈S,q′∈P comp(δ(q, σ, q
′)).

As above, the setP contains the states that the paths that enter them are taken into
account in the current transition. Accordingly, the meet ofthe complemented val-
ues of the edges fromS into P is the transition value, andP is removed from the
set of states thatA′ follows. Note that havingQ as the subset successor ofS means
thatS can reach all states. Indeed, by the definition ofG, all the vertices in level
i − 1 are connected to all the vertices in leveli, only that some edges are labeled
⊤, which in our context means they have no effect. Technically, asl∧⊤ = l for all
l, states that are not “really reachable” can be added toP and contribute their value
in the present.

– For everyS ∈ Q′, we have10 F ′(S) =
∧

q∈S comp(F (q)). Thus, the acceptance
value of the states ofA′ is the meet of the complemented acceptance values of the
last states of paths inG that still owe a contribution to the meet of all paths.

A.5 Proof of Theorem 10

We start withA∧. Here, things are easy, as the product of LDFWA1 andA2 used in
the proof of Theorem 5 results in an LDFW.

10 Note that
∧

∅ = ⊤.
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Consider now closure under join. We start with the upper bound. LetA′
1 andA′

2

be simple LDFWs equivalent toA1 andA2. By Theorem 6,A′
1 andA′

2 haven1 · m
andn2 · m states, respectively. Using the standard Cartesian product construction for
the union of deterministic DFWs we get a simple LDFW for the union language with
n1 · n2 ·m2 states.

For the lower bound, we define two languages over the alphabetL×L. The first lan-
guageL1 maps〈l11, l

2
1〉 · · · 〈l

1
n, l

2
n〉 to

∧n

i=1 l
1
i . The second languageL2 maps〈l11, l

2
1〉 · · · 〈l

1
n, l

2
n〉

to
∧n

i=1 l
2
i . Each of the languages is accepted by an LDFW with one state (A1 of Fig-

ure 2, with the input letters being projected on the first/second element in each letter).
We show that every LDFWA∨ acceptingL = L1 ∪ L2 must have at leastm states.
Note thatL((l11, l

2
1) · · · (l

1
n, l

2
n)) = (

∧n
i=1 l

1
i ) ∨ (

∧n
i=1 l

2
i ). For l1 6= l2, we claim that

A∨ must be in different states after reading the words〈l1,⊤〉 and〈l2,⊤〉. Assume by
way of contradiction that this is not the case. SinceL(〈l1,⊤〉) = L(〈l2,⊤〉) = ⊤, the
traversal value ofA∨ on both words is⊤. Thus, not onlyA∨ is in the same state after
reading〈l1,⊤〉 and〈l2,⊤〉, it also has the same traversal value. Consider now the words
w1 = 〈l1,⊤〉 · 〈⊤,⊥〉 andw2 = 〈l2,⊤〉 · 〈⊤,⊥〉. On the one hand,L(w1) = l1 and
L(w2) = l2. On the other hand, sincew1 andw2 are obtained by concatenating the
same letter to〈l1,⊤〉 and〈l2,⊤〉, the LDFWA∨ assigns them to the same value, and
we reach a contradiction.

A.6 Proof of Theorem 11

Let A′ = 〈L, Σ,Q′, Q′
0, δ

′, F ′〉 be the simple LDFW obtained fromA by applying
Theorem 6, and letA′′ = 〈L, Σ,Q′, Q′

0, δ
′, F ′′〉 be such that for everyq ∈ Q, we have

F ′′(q) = ¬F ′(q). It is easy to see thatL(A′′) = comp(L(A)).
For the lower bound, consider the languageL1 from Example 1. Recall thatL1

is accepted by the single-state LDFWA1. The complementary languagecomp(L1) is
such thatcomp(L1)(l1 · · · ln) =

∨n

i=1 ¬li. As argued in the proof of Theorem 7, an
LDFW acceptingcomp(L1) has at leastm states.

A.7 Proof Lemma 5

We prove that a slight variant of the construction in [KV01] is antitone. LetA =
〈L, Σ,Q,Q0, δ, F 〉, and letAc = 〈L, Σ,Qc, Qc0, δ

c, F c〉 be the complement ofA. For
states inAc, we say that〈S,O〉 ≤ 〈S′, O′〉 if S ⊆ S′ andO ⊆ O′. Note that the statesS
andO correspond to requirements on the run of the NBW (the run fromall the states in
S should accept, and all the states inO owe a visit to the set of accepting states). There-
fore, for every wordw ∈ Σω, if there is an accepting run from some state〈S′, O′〉 then
there is an accepting run from every state〈S,O〉 for which 〈S,O〉 ≤ 〈S′, O′〉.

In the construction itself, we set as initial state every state bigger then〈〈Q0, 2n〉, ∅〉
whereQ0 is the initial set ofAc. In addition, if in the original [KV01] there was a tran-
sition from〈S,O〉 to 〈S′, O′〉, then for every〈S′′, O′′〉 ≥ 〈S′, O′〉, we add a transition
from 〈S,O〉 to 〈S′′, O′′〉. It is easy to see that this variant maintains the correctness of
the construction.

We claim that this variant is antitone. It is enough to see what happens when a single
initial state, transition, or accepting state is added toA.
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If an initial state is added, the setQ0 is enlarged, and therefore there are fewer sets
that contain it. Therefore, in the resulting constructions, there are fewer initial states.

If a transition〈q, σ, q′〉, is added, then in the original [KV01] every transition〈〈S,O〉, σ, 〈S′, O′〉〉
whereq ∈ S is changed to a transition〈〈S,O〉, σ, 〈S′′, O′′〉〉where〈S′, O′〉 ≤ 〈S′′, O′′〉.
Therefore, in our variant less transitions are added.

Finally, if an accepting state is added then in [KV01] some transitions are removed
(transitions from states encoding the new accepting state with even rank).

A.8 Monotone construction for meet

The standard construction for intersection of languages ofBüchi automata [Cho74] is
not monotone. In the [Cho74] construction, two copies of theproduct automata are
constructed. The computation begins in the first copy, and jumps to the second copy
when an accepting state of the first NBW is encountered. Similarly, the computation
continues in the second copy and returns to the first copy whenan accepting state of the
second NBW is encountered. The accepting states are the accepting states of the first
NBW in the first copy. This construction is not monotone, since adding an accepting
state to the second NBW will make us add a transition from the second copy to the first
copy, but will also make us remove the corresponding transition within the second copy.

To solve this problem, we use a small variant. We construct three copies of the
product automaton. The computation begins in the first copy.When an accepting state
of the first NBW is reached it is possible to continue in the first copy or jump to the
second copy. Similarly, when the computation is in the second copy and an accepting
state of the second NBW is reached, it is possible to continuein the second copy or
jump to the third copy. Any visit to the third copy immediately returns to the first copy.
The states of the third copy are accepting and no other state is accepting. It is not hard
to see that the construction is monotone and correct.

B Decision Problems

B.1 Proof of Theorem 13

The LNBW case is the same as the LNFW case which we treat below.The lower bound
follows from the NLOGSPACE-hardness in the Boolean setting. For the upper bound,
consider first the case∼∈ {>,≥}. To prove thate val(A) ∼ l one can guess several
runsA, compute the value of each run, and compute the joinl′ of these values. The
algorithm returns “yes” iffl′ ∼ l.

For the other cases we use the fact that co-NLOGSPACE= NLOGSPACE [Imm88].
First, when∼ is =, one can show thate val (A) ≥ l but note val (A) > l. Then, when
∼ is≤, one can use the fact thate val(A) ≤ l iff val(r, w) ≤ l for all runsr, and check
the latter by guessing a runr with value that is either bigger than or incomparable with
l. Finally, when∼ is<, one can show thate val(A) ≤ l but note val (A) = l.
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B.2 Universality value and implication value

In addition to the emptiness value, one can define a dual notion, of universality value.
The universality valueof A, denotedu val(A), is the meet of all the values in its
range; i.e.,u val(A) =

∧

range(A). Intuitively, u val (A) describes how likely it is
for A to accept all words. In particular, ifu val (A) = ⊤, thenA gives value⊤ to all the
words inΣ∗. Theuniversality-value problemgets the same input as the emptiness value
problem and the goal is to decide whetheru val(A) ∼ l. Note that the universality-
value problem is dual to the emptiness-value problem. In particular, over the latticeL2,
the universality-value problem corresponds to the universality problem.

Theorem 16. The universality-value problem for LNFW (or LNBW) is PSPACEcom-
plete.

Proof: The lower bound follows from the known PSPACE-hardness in the Boolean
case. For the upper bound, note that, by De Morgan rules,u val(A) =

∧

w∈Σ∗ e val (A, w) =
comp(

∨

w∈Σ∗ e val(comp(A), w)). For∼ {<,≤,=,≥, >}, let ∼̂ be the connective
dual to∼, where< is dual to>, ≤ is dual to≥, and= is dual to itself. By the above,
u val(A) ∼ l iff e val(comp(A))∼̂¬l. Since the complementation construction de-
scribed forA in Theorem 9 can be done on-the-fly, the upper bound follows from
NLOGSPACE-complexity of the emptiness-value problem.

Consider two LNFWsA1 andA2 over a latticeA. For a wordw ∈ Σ∗, let imp(A1,A2, w) =
val(A1, w)∨¬val (A2, w). Theimplication valueofA1 with respect toA2 is imp val (A1,A2) =
∧

w∈Σ∗ imp(A1,A2, w). Intuitively, the implication value ofA1 with respect toA2 de-
scribes the extent with which membership in the language ofA1 implies membership
in the language ofA2.

The implication-value problemis to decide, given a pairA1 andA2 of LNFWs, a
valuel ∈ L, and an order relation∼∈ {<,≤,=,≥, >}, whetherimp val (A1,A2) ∼
l. Note that both the emptiness-value and the universality-value problems are special
cases of the implication-value problem: forl ∈ {⊤,⊥}, denote byAl an LNFW that
maps all words tol. Then,e val(A, l) iff imp val(A,A⊥,¬l, ∼̂), andu val(A, l) iff
imp val(A⊤,A, l,∼).

Theorem 17. The implication-value problem for LNFW (or LNBW)is PSPACE-complete.

Proof: The lower bound follows from the PSPACE-hardness of the universality-value
problem. For the upper bound, note that, by De Morgan rules,

∧

w∈Σ∗(¬e val(A1) ∨
e val (A2)) = ¬(

∨

w∈Σ∗(e val(A1) ∧ ¬e val(A2))). Therefore,imp val(A1,A2) ∼
l iff e val (A1 ∧ comp(A2))∼̂¬l, whereA1 ∧ comp(A2) is the LNFW (or LNBW)
accepting the meet ofA1 and the complement ofA2. By Theorems 9 and 5 (or 12), the
latter can be constructed on-the-fly and its size is linear inA1 and exponential inA2.
Membership in PSPACE then follows from Theorem 13.
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